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§1525-A.  Amendment
The registration of a mark may be amended by adding or removing one or more classes of goods 

and services under section 1527, subsection 2.  The amendment must be in writing and recorded with 
the Secretary of State and accompanied by a filing fee of $10 for each class affected, payable to the 
Treasurer of State.  The Secretary of State may prescribe a form for this purpose.  The Secretary of 
State upon recording of an amendment shall issue an attested copy.  The amendment is valid for the 
remainder of the term of the registration or of the last renewal.  [PL 1997, c. 376, §5 (AMD).]
SECTION HISTORY
PL 1991, c. 465, §12 (NEW). PL 1997, c. 376, §5 (AMD). 
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